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Introduction
Maps – from viewing to interaction

Traditional map

Drawn on paper, in a given
scale – time consuming and
expensive process.

Interactive map

Possible to zoom and pan –
more scales required –
generalization is needed.
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a representation of this information is generalized.
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Generalization is the process of simplifying information on a map –
a representation of this information is generalized.

Figure: Example of a merge. One object was merged with another object
to create a new one representing them both with the same class as a
bigger polygon from the initial pair.



Introduction
Generalization principles

What is generalization?

Generalization is the process of simplifying information on a map –
a representation of this information is generalized.

Figure: Multiple changes can involve one representation feature in the
procedure which leads to shock changes [Peng, 2019].



Motivation
Visualization of continuous and smooth map generalization

Assumption

Shock changes of the map are
not welcome.

First idea

Introduce changes gradually
and one-by-one.

Outcome – improved but not optimal for smooth transition

A big number of changes to be displayed leaves little time to
display each of them – the problem with shock changes is solved
but the interaction is still not optimal.

Next idea – middle ground solution!

Grouping the changes while taking into consideration the problem
with shock changes and visualizing them together.
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Motivation
Principles of parallel step assignment

Figure: General idea behind parallel step assignment.



Research question
and subquestions

Main question

What are the possibilities for continuous generalization constrained with
the target map by parallel step assignment and how do they perform?

● Is it possible to see smooth transition of map with the proposed
improvement?
● What is the accuracy of the result classifications with respect to the

initial map?
● Is the target map making the parallel step assignment distribution

closer to expected?
● Is the target map making spatial distribution of steps preserved

locally?
● Does the choice of algorithm (greedy and A*) have impact on parallel

step distribution?
● What is the impact of the target map on accuracy? Is this solution

feasible to be used in the generalization process?
● What should the display time of every step depend on?
● How to process the data for the purpose of web viewing?
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Research background
tGAP

topological Generalized Area Partitioning (tGAP) – the first tree
data structure for the purpose of map generalization.

Figure: Representation of tGAP
structure. Source: van Oosterom
and Meijers [2013].

Figure: Corresponding
generalization procedure
visualized. Source: van
Oosterom and Meijers [2013].



Research background
A* and greedy algorithms by Dr. Peng

Many ways to define the condition for generalization. Two of them
are chosen for the purpose of this thesis.

● A* algorithm

● Greedy algorithm

Both developed for the purpose of Dr. Dongliang Peng’s PhD
thesis.

Figure: Order of changes established using one of the algorithms
mentioned above. Source: Peng [2019]).
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SSC and smooth solution

However, this data structure requires visualization. For this
purpose, the Space Scale Cube was introduced by van Oosterom
and Meijers [2011].

Figure: SSC in the classic
approach... Source: van
Oosterom and Meijers [2011]

Figure: ...And its smooth
version. Source: van Oosterom
and Meijers [2011]
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Research background
SSC and smooth solution

The map is obtained by performing a horizontal slice through the
structure. The higher the slice, the more generalized the map (the
smaller its scale).

Figure: SSC in the classic
approach... Source: van
Oosterom and Meijers [2011]

Figure: ...And its smooth
version. Source: van Oosterom
and Meijers [2011]



Objectives
Three approaches

● Option A – initial map processed with a greedy algorithm
(biggest neighbour) and provided target map.

● Option B – initial map processed with an A* algorithm and
provided target map.

● Option C – initial map processed with a greedy algorithm
(compactness) and no target map.



Objectives
General objectives

● Prepare the initial map based on a subset of TOP10NL
dataset in order to meet specific requirements of A* algorithm.

● Prepare the target map based on the initial map as a required
input for A* algorithm.

● Process the data in three ways (Option A, Option B and
Option C).

● Implement greedy algorithms for step assignment to process
results for each option.

● Assess parallel step assignment of Options A, B and C.

● Assess accuracy of the target map approaches and Option C.



Objectives
General workflow
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Methodology and implementation
Data preparation – initial map

One of the most important tasks was preparing the data so that it
fits the requirements of used algorithms. At first, several limitations
of the A-star algorithm were taken into consideration, namely:

● Simple geometries of polygons.

● Limited number of objects.

● Tolerance of spatial placement of nodes.

● Exclusion of ”islands”
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Figure: Number of objects assigned to every type of class before and
after processing.
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Methodology and implementation
Data preparation – initial map

Figure: Example of data transformation in the preparation process.
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Methodology and implementation
Data preparation – initial map

Figure: Original dataset in comparison to the initial map.
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Methodology and implementation
Data preparation – target map

Besides all mentioned requirements, the nature of the a-star
algorithm requires a preparation of a target map. The target map
will be also assessed with respect to impact on parallel step
assignment.
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Data preparation – target map

Besides all mentioned requirements, the nature of the a-star
algorithm requires a preparation of a target map. The target map
will be also assessed with respect to impact on parallel step
assignment.

Figure: target map compared to initial map.
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Methodology and implementation
Option A – GreedyGoal – generalization sequence

To make sure that the class of the final object for every sub-tree
created is the same as the class of linked object on the target map,
the class of a parent is adjusted based on similarity of children and
linked object classes.

Figure: One of the sub-trees created for Option A visualized.
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Methodology and implementation
Option B – AstarGoal – generalization sequence

Current state-of-the-art solution results with a CSV file containing
information about the generalization sequence. This information
needs to be transformed to create a geometrical representation of
the map (in suitable tables).
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needs to be transformed to create a geometrical representation of
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Figure: Structure of the file with information about the generalization
sequence.
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Option B – AstarGoal – generalization sequence

Current state-of-the-art solution results with a CSV file containing
information about the generalization sequence. This information
needs to be transformed to create a geometrical representation of
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Figure: One of the sub-trees created for Option B visualized.
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Methodology and implementation
Option C – GreedyNogoal – generalization sequence

For Option C no target map is provided. The algorithm will stop
the generalization procedure when the same number of polygons as
on the target map will be visible on the processed map (590).

Figure: Initial map and a final map with 590 objects remaining.
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Methodology and implementation
Parallel step assignment

For each option a greedy algorithm was proposed.

Figure: Generic diagram describing the greedy algorithm used for parallel step
assignment. In Option A and Option B algorithm continues assignment for the same
step for operation from another sub-trees with the same number in the sequence.
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Methodology and implementation
Web viewer and SSC

With parallel steps created, the results need to be visualized to
assess the experience. For that purpose, the current
state-of-the-art solution will be used with adjustments for Option
A and Option B.

Figure: Two SSCs created for separated objects in Option A and B
merged together.
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Methodology and implementation
What about the parameters?

During the development of methodology it was concluded that
display time should have the same weight for every step to avoid
problems with consistency between two separate tiles of the map.
Total number of objects area for every step is considered as a more
suitable parameter than the number of objects. Several values
described as percentage of total area were tested in a web viewer
to find the value making the smooth transition visible while not
overwhelming the user with the number of changes shown at the
same time.

21 / 44



Methodology and implementation
Assessment – parallel step assignment

First part: variance and variance-mean-ratio (VMR) of total area
of objects assigned to specific steps for every option.

Second part: variance and VMR, similarly to the first part but
locally.
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Methodology and implementation
Assessment – accuracy assessment

Option A and Option B introduce a new approach for map
generalization – the target map provision.

Impact on parallel step assignment is a crucial part of the
research, but the general utility for map generalization needs to be
assessed.
The maps suitable for various scales were acquired from each

option and sampled to compare them to the initial map.
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research, but the general utility for map generalization needs to be
assessed.
The maps suitable for various scales were acquired from each

option and sampled to compare them to the initial map.

Figure: Chosen scales of map with numbers of objects with respect to
the initial map.
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Methodology and implementation
Assessment – accuracy assessment

Option A and Option B introduce a new approach for map
generalization – the target map provision.
Impact on parallel step assignment is a crucial part of the

research, but the general utility for map generalization needs to be
assessed.
The maps suitable for various scales were acquired from each

option and sampled to compare them to the initial map.

Figure: General idea behind the confusion matrix. 23 / 44



Results
First impression in a web viewer and parameterization

Several options were tested – 1%, 5% and 10% of the total area.

For 1% it is not possible to see a gradual transition. For 5% and
10% it was possible without any problems. Finally 5% was chosen
as the most suitable.
The maps suitable for various scales were acquired from each

option and sampled to compare them to the initial map.
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Results
Option A

Figure: Total area of objects assigned to each parallel step of Option A.
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Results
Option B

Figure: Total area of objects assigned to each parallel step of Option B.
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Results
Option C

Figure: Total area of objects assigned to each parallel step of Option C.
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Results
Assessment – parallel step assignment

Figure: Variance and VMR for each tested option with 5% parameter.
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Results
Assessment – parallel step assignment locally

Figure: Variance and VMR for each tested option and each local area.
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Results
Assessment – accuracy of information preservation

Figure: Table with a number of steps necessary to perform to create the
maps at specific scales.
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Results
Assessment – accuracy of information preservation

Figure: Overall accuracy of information preservation for each tested option.
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Conclusions
Research questions

Question

Is it possible to see smooth transition of the map with the
proposed improvement?

Answer

Yes, it is possible to see smooth transition with all tested solutions
and for all of them it can be concluded that the proposed solution
improves the interaction between the map and the user in the
predicted way.
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Conclusions
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It is possible to see that the target map preserves it to some extent
– the spatial distribution was slightly better in both of the
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Conclusions
Research questions

Question

What is the accuracy of the result classifications with respect to
the initial map? Is there a difference between the tested
approaches?

Answer

There is a significant difference in the accuracy of information
preservation between tested options and Option C seems to be
more accurate, however it is also possible to notice a positive
impact of the geometrical constraint on that matter in Option A
and Option B – especially in the areas with dense road networks.
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Conclusions
Research questions

Figure: The difference in preserving information between the provision of
the target map and no provision of the target map.
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Conclusions
Research questions

Question

What is the impact of the target map on accuracy? Is this solution
feasible to be used in generalization process?

Answer

It can be concluded that the geometrical constraint approach and
its principles can be considered as suitable at this stage of
development, however the ruling for the optimal choice of the final
class needs to be changed.
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Conclusions
Research questions

Question

What should the display time of every step depends on?

Answer

It was concluded that the time should be the same for each parallel
step and a specific value should depend on user preferences.
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Conclusions
Research questions

Question

How to process the data for the purpose of web viewing?

Answer

It can be concluded that the current state-of-the-art method is
suitable for processing SSC with parallel steps and there is no need
to alter it. However, during the research many problems regarding
consistency of the data were noticeable, such as inconsistency of
edges definition in case of Option A and Option B and it has to be
taken into consideration if the user wants to use the currently
implemented solutions.
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Conclusions
Main research question

Main research question

What are the possibilities for a continuous generalization by
parallel step assignment and how do they perform?

Answer
● Parallel steps are a suitable way to show smooth transition on

the map.

● Provision of the target map helps with assignment of changes
among parallel steps.

● It seems it also has a positive impact on spatial distribution.

● It helps to preserve the information in some areas, however
another condition for class of objects on the target map
should be developed.

● In fact each tested option can be considered as a significant
improvement of user-map interaction.
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Online viewer and results examples

The results are available online, partially implemented as a web
viewer and in the form of videos on the following web server:

kjarocki.github.io
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